We investigate electron vortex beams scattering on chiral crystals. We start by studying point scatterers on a helix, were we derive a relation between the handedness of the helix and the topological charge of the electron vortex on one hand, and the symmetry of the Higher Order Laue Zones in the diffraction pattern on the other. We then extend this to atoms arranged on a helix as found in crystals which belong to chiral space groups and propose a new method to determine the handedness of such crystals within the kinematical approximation. The technique avoids the need for dynamical simulations and makes it possible to determine the handedness of extremely thin samples in which multiple scattering is suppressed. In order to verify the model, elastic scattering simulations are performed and an experimental demonstration on Mn2Sb2O7 is given where we find the sample to belong to the right handed variant of the enantiomorphic pair. This technique demonstrates how electron vortex beam diffraction can be used to study chiral materials in transmission electron microscopy. An object is said to be chiral if it is not superposable onto its mirror image by rotating and/or translating it. As such, chiral objects come in two forms, an original and its mirror image called enantiomorphs. In crystals, chirality manifests itself in the crystal's space group (SG). SGs can be divided in three classes, of which the first contains all the SGs having an improper symmetry operation (inversion center, mirror plane, glide plane or roto-inversion axes), which represent non-chiral crystals. Class II includes the 22 SGs which have a screw axis apart from the 2 1 -screw axis. These SGs are chiral and can be divided in 11 enantiomorphic pairs, listed in table (I). Because of the screw axis, atoms in these crystals are arranged in a helical way. The last class contains SGs which possess only proper rotations and/or a 2 1 -screw axis. Crystals belonging to these space groups also are chiral, but when mirrored the space group of the crystal doesn't change, therefore the SG itself is achiral. Determining the chirality of a crystal is of importance when investigating its chiral properties, e.g. optical activity, chiral dichroism and chemical reactions with other chiral molecules. Doing this in a transmission electron microscope, however, appears to be a difficult task. In transmission electron microscopy, the crystal is seen (at least for the so-called zeroth order Laue zone (ZOLZ) in the diffraction pattern) as a two-dimensional projection through the thickness of the sample. Because of this, one can never distinguish between enantiomorphs since mirroring the crystal along the projection plane changes the handedness of the material, but not its projection on this plane. Therefore, all 3 dimensions have to be taken into account. In a first technique proposed by Goodman et al. [1], this is done by rotating the object and taking several ZOLZ electron diffraction patterns. Another way to gather information on the dimension perpendicular to the projection plane, is to look at so-called Higher Order Laue Zones (HOLZ) in the diffraction pattern [2]. Friedel's law however imposes extra symmetry in the diffraction pattern that does not allow to determine the chirality in kinematical approximation [3]. Therefore multiple scattering (dynamical approximation) is used to break this symmetry and to allow determining the chirality. All methods developed so far thus require dynamical simulations and depend in a sensitive way on sample thickness. An additional difficulty is that not all HOLZ diffraction spots are sensitive to the handedness of the crystal and one has to identify these to be able to determine the chirality of the crystal [4, 5]. In this work, we propose the use of electron vortex beams to break the symmetry imposed by Friedel's law as an alternative way to distinguish SGs in one of the enantiomorphic SG pairs from table (I) without having to rely on dynamical scattering. As described theoretically by Nye and Berry [6], vortex waves are solutions of the 3D-wave equation with an angular dependent phase factor of the form Ψ(r) m = ψ(r, z)e imφ ,
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with r and φ the radial and the azimuthal coordinate with respect to the wave propagation axis, z. The number m is referred to as the topological charge. As an eigenstate of the angular momentum operator L z = −i ∂ ∂φ , they carry a well-defined angular momentum of m per electron [7] .
In the center of the vortex, the phase is ill-defined and the intensity of the beam becomes zero because of destructive interference, resulting in the typical donut-like intensity profile. Ever since the first experimental realization of optical vortex beams over two decades ago [8], they have been subject to active research which has led to applications varying from nano-manipulation [9] [10] [11] , astrophysics [12] [13] [14] [15] and telecommunication [16] [17] [18] . More recently, the first electron vortex beam [19] was created by making a phase plate of stacked graphite layers [20] , followed by holographic reconstruction as a more reliable way of producing electron vortices [21] . New ways are still being developed and currently single mode vortex beams at high current as well as atomic size vortices have been realized [22, 23] . Several studies suggest practical use of electron vortex beams in EMCD experiments [21] , nano-manipulation [24] , spin-polarization devices [25] and magnetic plasmons [26] . Friedel's law is only applicable to plane wave scattering. Therefore diffraction patterns obtained by vortex beam scattering can be fundamentally different when scattered on enantiomorphic objects, even in the kinematical approximation. The central question in this letter is: "Are electron vortex beams capable of distinguishing chiral crystals within the kinematical approximation?" We will tackle this problem by looking at crystals in chiral space groups in which the atoms are arranged along a helical axis.
In order to understand vortex scattering on helical objects, we consider an infinite string of point scatterers distributed equidistantly on a helix. In Supplemental Material (SM) [27] we derive an analytical expression for the scattering amplitude, A(k), of a vortex beam centered along the helix' central axis. The probability for the vortex electron to scatter in the direction determined by the wave vector k is given by |A(k)| 2 and gives rise to a diffraction pattern. Within the kinematical approximation, we find for a vortex beam with topological charge m:
where
z , P the pitch and R the radius of the helix, Q the number of point scatterers on each pitch and a = +1 for a rightand a = −1 for a left-handed helix. Note that because of the periodicity in the z-direction, the diffraction pattern consists of discrete rings, which we will label with the number v, corresponding to the ZOLZ (v = 0) and HOLZs (v > 0) in conventional electron diffraction patterns. From eq. (2) it follows that when m is not a multiple of Q, the HOLZ rings will be different for a left-and right-handed helix. Moreover we find an extra centrosymmetry for rings for which v = am + nQ, n ∈ Z (see SM [27] ), eg. the FOLZ, v = 1, will be point symmetric when a right handed vortex, m = +1, is scattered on a right handed helix, a = +1. We apply this model as an approximation of a vortex beam scattered on a helical crystal when the probe is centered on a screw axis and predominantly illuminates a set of heavy atoms distributed on a helix as sketched in fig. (1). The crystal potential in real space can then be approximated by the convolution of the helix potential with the potential of a single heavy atom. In Fourier space, the crystal potential is given by the product of the Fourier transform of the helix and the atom potential. Since the latter is spherically symmetric, the angular dependency of the total Fourier transform stays the same. This means that, if we neglect the phase and intensity variation of the vortex beam over the size of one atom, the intensity profile of each Laue zone will still be given by eq. (2). The only effect caused by the atomic scattering factor is a modulation of the intensity with respect to the scattering angle. Eq. (2) shows that we can detect the chirality of a crystal within the kinematical approximation by looking at the HOLZs (v > 1) of the diffraction pattern of an electron vortex beam focused on a screw axis in the crystal. For sufficiently thin crystals, the dynamical calculations, which depend strongly on the exact thickness of the sample, can be replaced with a simple comparison of the HOLZs with eq. (2). Moreover, for crystals with a 3-fold screw axis (Q = 3), some of the HOLZs will have an extra centrosymmetry depending on the topological charge of the vortex and the chirality of the crystal, revealing the latter at first glance. In what follows we will demonstrate our new approach on Mn 2 Sb 2 O 7 . From Scott et al. [28] we know this crystal belongs to the space group P 3 1 21 or P 3 2 21 in which the atoms lie on a right-resp. left-handed 3-fold helix. One of the three inequivalent screw axes only has one heavy Sb-atom in its vicinity and electron scattering of a focused (vortex) electron beam centered on this axis approximates the situation of scatterers on a helix. We will determine the chirality of the SG by determining the handedness of this screw axis, which we will refer to without further specification. In order to verify whether the symmetry predicted in eq. (2) still holds for a vortex beam scattered on a real crystal where other effects occur, e.g. dynamical scattering and spreading of the beam, we perform multislice simulations using the program STEMsim [29] . We look at Mn 2 Sb 2 O 7 along the crystallographic [001] direction, the direction of the screw axis, and focus the vortex beam over it. We choose the semi-convergence angle of the beam such that the radius of the vortex matches the distance of the Sb-atoms to the screw axis, i.e. 1.2Å. For a 300keV vortex beam with m = ±1 the convergence angle corresponding to this criterion is 8 mrad. The resulting CBED patterns for left-and right-handed vortices scattered on right-handed Mn 2 Sb 2 O 7 , thickness 20 nm are given in fig. (2) . Here we see that the FOLZ of the left-handed vortex shows only 3-fold symmetry, whereas in the case of the right-handed vortex, the FOLZ shows sixfold symmetry. When scattered on the left-handed enantiomorph, the CBED patterns for vortices with opposite topological charge are swapped, which is consistent with eq. (2). Next we demonstrate our technique experimentally on a crushed Mn 2 Sb 2 O 7 crystal deposited on a carbon grid. The QuAnTem, a double C s corrected FEI Titan 3 microscope, operating at 300keV, was used. The vortex beams are created with an aperture on which a magnetized needle is mounted, similar to the setup described by Béché et al. [22] . After making a high-resolution image of a nano-crystal in the [001] zone-axis, the beam was pointed exactly on top of the screw axis and the diffraction pattern was recorded with a CCD camera (1s exposure time). We recorded five CBED-patterns using a vortex with topological charge m ≈ +1 and six patterns with m ≈ −1 scattered on the same crystal. Because the beam is much smaller than the unit cell size, the symmetry of the diffraction pattern is very sensitive to the position of the probe. Two images recorded with opposite vortices which showed the highest 3-fold symmetry in the diffraction pattern, are compared with the simulated ones in fig. (2) . We adjusted the contrast such that only the peaks in the FOLZ are visible and see that the recorded FOLZs qualitatively match the simulations for the right handed crystal rather well.
As it is our intention to determine the chirality of
Sim.
Exp. the crystal without comparing the experiment with simulation, we look at the symmetry of the FOLZ ring. To do so in more detail, we plot I F OLZ (θ), the azimuthal intensity profile of the FOLZ integrated over a small radius (r, r + dr), in fig. (3) for the azimuthal coordinate θ ∈ {0, π} (in blue) and for θ ∈ {π, 2π} (in red). Although there are some differences between the (0, π) and the (π, 2π)-range for the simulated m = +1, the position of the peaks is clearly centrosymmetric, which is not at all the case for the simulated m = −1 (see arrows in fig. 3 ). When looking at the experimental I F OLZ (θ) it can be seen that most peaks in the m = +1 data have a peak at θ ′ = θ + π. For m = −1 we can see peaks in the (0, π)-range, which are not present in (π, 2π)-range, indicating that the FOLZ here is not centrosymmetric. From this we conclude that the crystal under investigation has a right-handed screw axis and thus belongs to P 3 1 21.
The major difficulty of this method and the main reason for the deviations of the symmetry in the experiment, is the probe positioning which has to be maintained during the acquisition of the diffraction pattern. In conclusion we showed that vortex beam diffraction can be sensitive to the chirality of a crystal, even within the kinematical approximation. As an example, we calculated analytically the scattering amplitude of a vortex scattered on point scatterers arranged on a helix and found that the angular intensity profiles of the HOLZs depend on the topological charge of the vortex and the chirality of the helix. For helices with odd screw axis symmetry it was found that the chirality can be determined unambiguously from the symmetry in the diffraction pattern.
Based on this, we demonstrate a new technique to determine the handedness of a chiral SG by focusing a vortex probe over a screw axis in the crystal. We verified this with multislice simulations on Mn 2 Sb 2 O 7 and give an experimental demonstration of the technique. We used the symmetry property of the FOLZs to determine the handedness of the crystal, thus demonstrating the qualitative character of the technique. The major difficulty is the required accuracy of the probe positioning, which, in combination with sample drift, makes acquisition of the data cumbersome. The 4D-STEM method proposed by Ophus et al. ([30] ) might help in overcoming this problem. The handedness of space groups with a 4-fold or a 6-fold screw axis can be determined in a similar manner, with the exception that one can no longer use the symmetry of the rings, but has to compare I HOLZ (θ) with eq. (2). Naturally, the use of vortices to determine the chirality of a crystal isn't restricted to crystals with a screw axis with only one heavy atom as nearest neighbor. In general, vortex diffraction is sensitive to the position of atoms in the direction perpendicular to the zone-axis, making them a potentially valuable tool to determine the chirality of crystals, even when they don't belong to one of the chiral SGs in table I. Although this technique has its experimental challenges, it has the advantage that the chirality of a crystal can be determined within the kinematical approximation such that dynamical calculations can be avoided and that the chirality of very thin samples in which multiple scattering is limited, can be measured. On top of that, this can be done on a local basis, for each position in the crystal, opening the route for probing the chirality of crystals on at near atomic resolution or for investigating screw dislocations in non-chiral crystals. Finally, this work shows the first applications of electron vortex beam diffraction in crystallography where the chiral character of the probe has a significant influence on the diffraction pattern and its symmetry. Assuming the scattered part of the wave to be much smaller than the incoming part, the 1 st order Bornapproximation considers the potential as a small perturbation and describes only single scattering events. Within this approximation the scattering amplitude for an incoming wave ψ 0 (r) to scatter on a potential V (r) to a plane wave with wave vector k ′ is proportional to [31] A(k
Our aim is to find an expression for the vortex beam scattering amplitude. We start from eq. (1) for the scattering amplitude in the Born-approximation of a vortex electron with TC m on a potential V (r):
Since vortex beams are most easily described in cylindrical coordinates, our first step is to expand the potential in a cylindrical symmetric basis of Bessel functions [32] .
= dk
with
the polar expansion coefficients of the potential. Inserting eq. (4) into eq. (2) gives us
This can be simplified using the Jacobi-Anger identity,
to obtain
Performing the integrals over φ and z gives us a Kronecker delta and a Dirac delta function, which finally gives us for the scattering amplitude:
Eq. (11) is the most general expression to discribe vortex scattering in cylindrical coordinates on a potential determined by its polar expansion coefficients
II. VORTEX SCATTERING ON A HELIX:
DERIVATION AND PROPERTIES
A. Derivation
The potential of a helix having pitch P , radius R, with Q point scatterers on one period of the helix, can be written as
where a = +1 in case of a right-handed helix and a = −1 for a left-handed helix. Using eq. (5), we find the potential's expansion coefficients:
We can rewrite this as
with v, N ∈ Z and k z = v 2π P is quantized because of the periodicity in z. When dropping the constant RQ P , filling the expansion coefficients (15) into eq. (11) gives us for the scattering amplitude
where the number v =
such that we find the final scattering amplitude to be 
where in the last step we replaced the summation over N by one over −N in case of a left-handed helix such that aN is replaced by N for both a = 1 and a = −1. In what follows we will drop the constant ψ(R).
B. Centrosymmetry when v = am + nQ, n ∈ Z When looking at the scattering amplitude for rings for which v = am+nQ, or equivalently, m−av = nQ, n ∈ Z, we get 
Where we omitted a phase factor i nQ . Looking at the scattering amplitude in the point (k ′ ⊥ , φ k + π), gives us (31) we see that these diffraction rings are centrosymmetric.
